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Recent advances of the performance of GaN based devices with semipolar quantum wells have been realized
homoepitaxially on pseudo bulk substrates which are
typically small in size and high in cost. These limitations fuel the search for cheap and large area alternatives.
Heteroepitaxial growth on sapphire substrates is well established with excellent results for polar GaN structures
- the growth of semipolar gallium nitride on sapphire,
however, presents unique challenges. In order to proﬁt
from our expertise in c-plane samples, our semipolar gallium nitride growth experiments are based on growth in
c-direction.

Using selective area epitaxy (SAE) on c-oriented templates, we can grow 3D structures with semipolar side
facets. These structures are typically several μm in size
which constitutes further challenges for device processing. Reducing the size of the structures to a sub-μm
scale, we are able to bury our semipolar QWs within planar layers resulting in ﬂat samples with c-plane surfaces.
In this contribution, we present our results concerning
the structural quality and spectral properties of quantum
wells emitting in the blue and green spectral range as
well as light emitting diodes.

© 201 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

1 Introduction Semipolar GaN crystal planes still
attract strong research interest for efﬁcient green light
emitters [1,2]. Best results have been achieved based
on free-standing GaN templates and homoepitaxial approaches [3–5]. These semipolar GaN quasi-substrates are
commercially available but costly and small in size. Huge
progress has been made [6] but the comparison to c-plane
oriented pseudo-bulk [7] is still highly unfavorable. Consequently, heteroepitaxy of semipolar GaN based on cheap
sapphire substrates remains important [8]. In the following,
we present results on heteroepitaxial growth of semipolar
GaN on sapphire. In order to proﬁt from the high crystal
quality achieved for c-oriented GaN on sapphire [9], we
base our approach on the selective growth of 3D structures
with semipolar surfaces. Thus, it can be realized on cheap
and large substrates. High crystal quality has already been

achieved [10] and LEDs with semipolar QWs based on m
sized 3D structures have been reported [11–15]. Yet, these
3D topologies require specially adapted device processing. Within this manuscript, we present our current results,
addressing the issues of large area manufacture and ﬂat
sample surfaces despite 3D growth.
2 Selective growth for semipolar quantum wells
Selective area epitaxy (SAE) has been used for decades
[16] in order to improve crystalline quality. The c-oriented
surface of a GaN template is covered with a dielectric
mask. Depending on the patterning of the growth mask
and the growth parameters, we observe the formation of
pyramids, inverse pyramids or stripes with triangular crosssection. These inclined surfaces are the naturally stable
crystal facets {1011} and {1122}. While vertical (non© 201 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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polar) side facets can be realized, too, they are not focus of
this work. A review of 3D growth can be found in [10]. For
direct electrical operation of LEDs, ﬂat sample surfaces are
far more convenient and compatible with conventional processing. Reducing the size of the 3D structures allows us
to use them exclusively within the active region of our aspired devices. This miniaturization allows subsequent planarization (see Fig. 1). All dimensions must be restricted to
a few hundred nanometers, beyond the limitations of conventional optical lithography. Previously, we have reported
on nanostructuring for selective area epitaxy based on laser
interference lithography (LIL) for LED [17] and photonic
crystal applications [18]. However, the LIL samples still
suffered from mask irregularities and the structured area
was limited to some cm2 , which is why an alternative structuring method was used as described in the following.

p-cladding
n-cladding
Figure 1 Reduction of size of 3D GaN will allow embedding of
semipolar QWs within conventional c-oriented layers.

2.1 Experimental All epitaxial growth takes place
inside an Aixtron-200/4RF-S HT MOVPE reactor with
standard precursors TMAl, TMGa, TMIn and high purity
ammonia. Silane and Cp2 Mg are used for n- and p-doping,
respectively; Pd diffused hydrogen and high purity nitrogen are used as carrier gases.First, c-oriented GaN/AlGaN
templates of about 3.5 μm thickness are grown on c-plane
sapphire with conventional growth conditions. An oxygen
doped AlN nucleation layer as well as an in-situ deposited
SiN interlayer are employed for defect reduction [19]. The
top 1.8 μm are silicon-doped to achieve a nominal doping
level of 3.5 × 1018 cm−3 . The templates include a 0.4 μm
thick Al0.1 Ga0.9 N as bottom waveguide cladding and are
capped with 30 nm GaN. Afterwards, 30 nm SiNx is deposited by PECVD as growth mask. Upon this dielectric
mask, a very thin (below 100 nm) layer of resist is structured by nanoimprint lithography. Dry etching with SF6 ,
results in stripes aligned parallel to the a-direction of GaN
with a period of 250 nm over the full 2-inch wafer. Afterwards, any remaining resist is removed by an O2 -plasma
treatment and the samples are cleaned with a mixture of
H2 O2 and H2 SO4 and an aqueous KOH solution, before
being reloaded into the MOVPE reactor. GaN stripes with
a triangular cross-section and {101̄1} side facets are grown
at 950 ◦ C for 110 s with a V/III ratio of 260. An InGaN
pre-well of 50 nm thickness with 5% In is deposited on
top of the stripes, in order to reduce the strain gradient and
increase the conﬁnement. A single InGaN quantum well
with GaN barriers is grown at 740 ◦ C to 770 ◦ C to achieve
an emission wavelength of 410 nm to 530 nm. The QW
is covered with a 3D undoped spacer, then the stripes are
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buried with a Mg-doped layer grown at 1080 ◦ C for blue
QWs and at 960 ◦ C for green QWs with a V/III ratio of
1080, resulting in a planar surface. At this point, the structure does not include an electron blocking layer common
to c-plane LEDs. The full process is depicted in Fig. 2.
The fully planarized LED structures were investigated by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) after subsequent
preparation of cross section TEM samples. Conventional
bright- and dark-ﬁeld TEM experiments for analysis of
the crystal structure of the LEDs were carried out using a
Philips CM20 operating at 200 kV. Scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) was carried out using a FEI
Titan 80-300 operating at 300 kV equipped with a high
angle annular dark-ﬁeld (HAADF) detector. STEM imaging was applied to investigate the QWs in more details by
exploiting the Z-contrast mode of the HAADF detector.
For electrical characterization, the samples were annealed
in an ambient atmosphere at 750 ◦ C for 60 s to activate
the Mg-acceptors. Indium contacts were evaporated onto
the p-side of the LED. The contacts had diameters ranging
from 70 μm to 140 μm and were 1 μm thick. Measurements
were taken on-wafer without further light-extraction measures inside an integrating sphere and P-I as well as I-V
curves were recorded. Furthermore the emitted light was
analyzed with a monochromator with a 300/mm grating
and an electrically cooled CCD camera.

(1)

(4)

(2)
(5)

(3)

(6)

Figure 2 Fabrication process for nanostripe LEDs. A PMMA

stamp (1) is pressed into the resist, after UV curing (2) the resist
is polymerized and the pattern transfered (3). Dry etching in a
ﬂuorine plasma (4) transfers the pattern into the dielectric growth
mask. Selective epitaxy (5) results in stripes with semipolar side
facets on which the QWs are deposited. Finally they are embedded, resulting in a planar surface (6).

3 Results We achieved homogeneous growth of submicrometer sized stripes aligned along the GaN a-direction
over the complete sample area enabling subsequent embedding. Mg doping enhances the lateral growth [20] and facilitates the planarization of the device. Yet, the stability of
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the {101̄1} facets [16] requires relatively long overgrowth
times (equivalent to 180 nm layer thickness) compared to
typical c-plane LED p-type layers.
3.1 Structural analysis Figure 3 shows both brightﬁeld and weak-beam dark-ﬁeld TEM images of a sample
cross-section from sapphire to surface highlighting threading dislocations (TDs). The effective defect reduction by
the in-situ SiNx interlayer is clearly visible. Most threading dislocations (TDs) (visible as ﬁne white lines in the
weak-beam image) are stopped and only few dislocations
penetrate and go on to the surface. We ﬁnd no indication
that new dislocations are created at the interfaces, affecting the semipolar quantum wells. Additionally, almost no

n-AlGaN

n-AlGaN

n-GaN

n-GaN

SiNx interlayer
500 nm

SiNx interlayer
500 nm

contrast; the AlGaN waveguide cladding is clearly visible
and with very few defects present. The SiNx mask exhibits
a homogeneity of a few nanometers. A more detailed look
(right) shows the homogeneity of the semipolar QW on the
stripes. The thickness of the single QW stays constant and
has only slight variation. The tip of the underlying GaN
stripe is extremely sharp with a plateau which is a few
nanometers wide.
3.2 Electro-optical characterization In order to
check the optical quality of the semipolar quantum wells
grown on the GaN nanostripes, samples have been grown
without the Mg-doped region for temperature dependent
photoluminescence. At 300 K the true green QW still
shows 37 % of integrated intensity compared to 14 K,
indicating a high crystalline quality and a low quantumconﬁned Stark effect (see Fig. 5). Figure 6 shows the

Figure 3 Bright-ﬁeld (left) and weak-beam dark-ﬁeld (right)

TEM images. TDs (visible as ﬁne white lines in the weak-beam
image) are stopped by the in-situ SiNx mask. The active zone is
almost defect-free.

stacking faults (SFs) are found which often affect semipolar QWs.

p-GaN
n-AlGaN
n-GaN
500 nm

50 nm

Figure 4 HAADF STEM image of the waveguide region (left).
Some TDs penetrate, but almost no SFs are found. HAADF
STEM image of two triangular stripes (right). The QWs show
very little thickness variance along the facet.

Figure 4 shows high-angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF)
STEM images of the upper region, providing excellent Z-

© 201 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Figure 5 Temperature dependent photoluminescence spectra of
true green semipolar quantum wells grown on GaN nanostripes.
At room temperature, the integrated PL intensity still amounts to
almost 40 % of the low temperature (14 K) value.

spectra of both blue and true green LEDs with nanostripes
under 30 mA continuous excitation. The blue LEDs show
a narrow spectrum with a FWHM as low as 130 meV. The
true-green LED shows a considerably broader spectrum
centered around 535 nm. This increased FWHM is caused
by local inhomogeneities of In content and QW thickness,
which lead to a blueshift for increasing current at currents
below 30 mA. The spectrum is modulated by the presence
of the growth mask acting as a 1D photonic crystal.
Figure 7 shows the power-current and voltage-current
characteristics of both blue and true green LEDs under cwconditions. The blue emitting LEDs have an output power
higher than 1 mW at currents higher than 65 mA. The output power of the true-green LED is lower but stable over a
large current range. At low current ranges, below 4 mA,
no light emission is observed. As the LEDs show leakage currents at reverse operation which are comparable to
planar c-oriented LEDs, measured under equivalent condi-
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Figure 6 Electroluminescence spectra of blue and true green
nanostripe LEDs with semipolar QWs.

tions (130 μA at -5.0 V), we assume that part of the recombination takes place outside the quantum wells due to the
3D p-n junction being misaligned with the quantum wells.
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Figure 7 Optical power (solid lines) and voltage (dashed lines)

characteristics of blue and true green LEDs with embedded GaN
nanostripes.

4 Conclusion We have fabricated GaN based LEDs
with GaN nanostripes and semipolar QWs embedded
within a waveguide structure on 2-inch c-oriented sapphire substrates. Analysis by TEM and STEM shows that
our nanoimprint structuring results in highly homogeneous
and high quality semipolar quantum wells which are completely embedded. Electroluminescence in the blue as well
as true-green wavelength region was achieved. On-wafer
testing in LED operation produced electroluminescence
with over 1 mW output power.
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